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Astrophysical Evidence 
for New Physics

Astrophysical Evidence Astrophysical Evidence 
for New Physicsfor New Physics

!Matter-antimatter asymmetry 
� Baryon number & CP violation in early universe? 

! Non-baryonic Dark Matter 
� New particle physics sector? 

!Neutrino oscillations, mass constraints
� Non-zero masses, mixing/oscillations 

!Non-zero Cosmological Constant, Λ
� Evidence for weirdness in the vacuum
� Puzzle #1: why is Λ so small?
� Puzzle #2: why is Λ so large? 

!Matter-antimatter asymmetry 
� Baryon number & CP violation in early universe? 

! Non-baryonic Dark Matter 
� New particle physics sector? 

!Neutrino oscillations, mass constraints
� Non-zero masses, mixing/oscillations 

!Non-zero Cosmological Constant, Λ
� Evidence for weirdness in the vacuum
� Puzzle #1: why is Λ so small?
� Puzzle #2: why is Λ so large? 
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Theoretical Context is EvolvingTheoretical Context is EvolvingTheoretical Context is Evolving
� Stringy ideas may produce observable effects 

� Growing appreciation of the importance of the 
gravitational sector

� Speculative models for Λ-physics, some even 
falsifiable

� Even in the absence of the evidence for cosmic 
acceleration, this would motivate testing 
gravitational physics on all accessible length 
scales

�� Stringy ideas may produce observable effects Stringy ideas may produce observable effects 

�� Growing appreciation of the importance of the Growing appreciation of the importance of the 
gravitational sectorgravitational sector

�� Speculative models for Speculative models for ΛΛ--physics, some even physics, some even 
falsifiablefalsifiable

�� Even in the absence of the evidence for cosmic Even in the absence of the evidence for cosmic 
acceleration, this would motivate testing acceleration, this would motivate testing 
gravitational physics on gravitational physics on all all accessible length accessible length 
scalesscales
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Focus is shifting�Focus is shifting�Focus is shifting�
10 years ago

!What�s the Dark Matter?
!What are the values of the cosmological 

parameters (Ω, q0, H0)? 
!What�s the connection between primordial 

fluctuations and observed large scale structure?

10 years ago10 years ago
!What�s the Dark Matter?
!What are the values of the cosmological 

parameters (Ω, q0, H0)? 
!What�s the connection between primordial 

fluctuations and observed large scale structure?

Now
� What�s the Dark Matter?
� What physics is responsible for nonzero Λ?
� What�s the connection between primordial fluctuations, 

dark matter, and observed galactic structure?
� How can we probe the foundations of gravity?

NowNow
�� What�s the Dark Matter?What�s the Dark Matter?
�� What physics is responsible for nonzero What physics is responsible for nonzero ΛΛ??
�� What�s the connection between primordial fluctuations, What�s the connection between primordial fluctuations, 

dark matter, and observed galactic structure?dark matter, and observed galactic structure?
�� How can we probe the foundations of gravity?How can we probe the foundations of gravity?
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A Cosmic Sum RuleA Cosmic Sum RuleA Cosmic Sum Rule

General Relativity + isotropy and homogeneity require General Relativity + isotropy and homogeneity require 
that (in the relevant units)that (in the relevant units)

  ΩΩgeometrygeometry + + ΩΩmattermatter + + ΩΩΛΛ = 1 = 1 

If the underlying geometry is flat, and if If the underlying geometry is flat, and if ΩΩmm <1 then the <1 then the 
cosmological constant term cosmological constant term must must be nonbe non--zero. zero. 

So it would seem��..So it would seem��..
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(Hubble Space Telescope, NASA)(Hubble Space Telescope, NASA)

Supernovae are powerful 
cosmological probes

Distances to ~6% from brightness
Redshifts from features in spectra
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One 
parameter 

family 

One One 
parameter parameter 

family family 

(Supernova Cosmology Project, Kim et al)

Color

Rate of decline

Peak brightness

σ ~ 0.13 mag
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Type Ia SNe are precise candlesType Ia Type Ia SNeSNe are precise candlesare precise candles

Jose Luis Prieto Krisciunas et al (2003) 

σ~0.11mag
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Redshift =  ∆λ / λ

Distance
to Supernova

Far away

Nearby
0.01              0.1 1.0

∆λ
λ

Schmidt et al, HighSchmidt et al, High--z SN Teamz SN Team
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Extinction by �gray� dust?
Careful multicolor measurements, esp. in IR
Exploit different z-dependence
Look at SNe behind clusters of galaxies

�Evolutionary� Effects?
Use stellar populations of different ages as a proxy 

Selection differences in nearby vs. distant 
samples?

Increase the sample of well-monitored Sne
Calibrate detection efficiencies

K-corrections, Galactic extinction, 
photometric zeropoints....

See Leibundgut, astro-ph/0003326

Extinction by �gray� dust?Extinction by �gray� dust?
Careful multicolor measurements, esp. in IR
Exploit different z-dependence
Look at SNe behind clusters of galaxies

�Evolutionary� Effects?�Evolutionary� Effects?
Use stellar populations of different ages as a proxy 

Selection differences in nearby vs. distant Selection differences in nearby vs. distant 
samples?samples?

Increase the sample of well-monitored Sne
Calibrate detection efficiencies

KK--corrections, Galactic extinction, corrections, Galactic extinction, 
photometric photometric zeropointszeropoints........

See See LeibundgutLeibundgut, , astroastro--ph/0003326ph/0003326
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This picture is supported by multiple 
independent lines of evidence

This picture is supported by multiple This picture is supported by multiple 
independent lines of evidenceindependent lines of evidence

� Lower bound on age, from stars

� Inventories of cosmic matter content
� Measurements of expansion history using supernovae

� Primordial element abundances 

� CMB provides strong confirmation�. WMAP 

�� Lower bound on age, from starsLower bound on age, from stars

�� Inventories of cosmic matter contentInventories of cosmic matter content

�� Measurements of expansion history using supernovaeMeasurements of expansion history using supernovae

�� Primordial element abundances Primordial element abundances 

�� CMB provides strong confirmation�. WMAP CMB provides strong confirmation�. WMAP 
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WMAP- The Relic Hiss of 
the Big Bang

WMAPWMAP-- The Relic Hiss of The Relic Hiss of 
the Big Bangthe Big Bang

(NASA)(NASA)
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High-z Supernova 
Search Team

Microwave 
Background

Cluster Masses

Ωm

Ω
Λ

“Best Fit” at “Best Fit” at 
ΩΩmassmass ~ 0.3~ 0.3

ΩΩΛΛ ~ 0.7~ 0.7

Is the expansion  Is the expansion  reallyreally
accelerating?  accelerating?  

What does this mean?What does this mean?

Insufficient mass to halt the Insufficient mass to halt the 
expansionexpansion

Rate of expansion is Rate of expansion is 
increasing…increasing…



14 Carroll, astro-ph/0004075

A Repulsive Result!A Repulsive Result!
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Emergence of a Standard CosmologyEmergence of a Standard CosmologyEmergence of a Standard Cosmology

lambda

non-baryonic

baryonic

luminous

Our geometrically flat Universe started in a hot big bang Our geometrically flat Universe started in a hot big bang 
13.7 13.7 GyrsGyrs ago.ago.

The evolution of the Universe is increasingly dominated by The evolution of the Universe is increasingly dominated by 
the phenomenology of the vacuum. the phenomenology of the vacuum. 

Matter, mostly nonMatter, mostly non--baryonic, baryonic, 
is a minor component. is a minor component. 

Luminous matter comprises Luminous matter comprises 
a preposterously low fraction a preposterously low fraction 
of the mass of the Universe. of the mass of the Universe. 
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Two philosophically distinct possibilities...Two philosophically distinct possibilitiesTwo philosophically distinct possibilities......

� A �classical� cosmological constant, 
as envisioned by Einstein, residing 
in the gravitational sector. 

� A �Vacuum energy� effect, arising 
from quantum fluctuations in the 
vacuum, acting as a �source� term

�� A �classical� cosmological constant, A �classical� cosmological constant, 
as envisioned by Einstein, residing as envisioned by Einstein, residing 
in the gravitational sector. in the gravitational sector. 

�� A �Vacuum energy� effect, arising A �Vacuum energy� effect, arising 
from quantum fluctuations in the from quantum fluctuations in the 
vacuum, acting as a �source� termvacuum, acting as a �source� term

In either case, it’s new fundamental physics!In either case, it’s new fundamental physics!
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Dark Energy�s Equation of StateDark Energy�s Equation of StateDark Energy�s Equation of State
w =    0, matter

P = wρ w =  1/3 ,radiation
w =   − 1, Λ
w =   − N/3, topological defects

w =    0, matter
P = wρ w =  1/3 ,radiation

w =   − 1, Λ
w =   − N/3, topological defects

3 3(1 )

0 0

(1 )( ) (1 )(1 ) (1 )
z

w
L

c zD z z z dz
H

+
Λ Λ

+ ′ ′ ′= − Ω + + Ω +∫

For a flat Universe, luminosity For a flat Universe, luminosity 
distance depends only upon z, distance depends only upon z, ΩΩΛΛ, w., w.

(assumes w is constant) (assumes w is constant) 
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Equation of State DependenceEquation of State DependenceEquation of State Dependence

Difference in apparent SN brightness vs. zDifference in apparent SN brightness vs. z
ΩΩΛΛ=0.73, flat cosmology=0.73, flat cosmology
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The ESSENCE SurveyThe ESSENCE SurveyThe ESSENCE Survey
� Our goal is to determine the equation of 

state parameter to 10%

� This should help determine whether Λ
belongs on the left or right side of the 
Einstein equations�

� w = −1 or dw/dz = 0 favors QM

� Supernovae are well suited to this task 
� they probe directly the epoch of    

accelerating expansion. 

�� Our goal is to determine the equation of Our goal is to determine the equation of 
state parameter to 10%state parameter to 10%

�� This should help determine whether This should help determine whether ΛΛ
belongs on the left or right side of the belongs on the left or right side of the 
Einstein equations�Einstein equations�

�� w = w = −−1 or 1 or dwdw//dz dz = 0 favors QM= 0 favors QM

�� Supernovae are well suited to this task Supernovae are well suited to this task 
�� they probe directly the epoch of    they probe directly the epoch of    

accelerating expansion. accelerating expansion. 
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Claudio Aguilera Claudio Aguilera ------ CTIO/NOAO CTIO/NOAO 

BrianBrian BarrisBarris ------ UnivUniv of Hawaii of Hawaii 

Andy Becker Andy Becker ------ Bell Labs/Univ. of Washington Bell Labs/Univ. of Washington 

Peter Challis Peter Challis ------ HarvardHarvard--Smithsonian Smithsonian CfA CfA 

RyanRyan ChornockChornock ------ HarvardHarvard--Smithsonian Smithsonian CfA CfA 

Alejandro Clocchiatti Alejandro Clocchiatti ------ Univ CatolicaUniv Catolica de Chile de Chile 
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Peter M.Peter M. GarnavichGarnavich ------ Notre Dame University Notre Dame University 

Stephen Holland Stephen Holland ------ Notre Dame UniversityNotre Dame University

Saurabh JhaSaurabh Jha ------ HarvardHarvard--Smithsonian Smithsonian CfA CfA 

RobertRobert KirshnerKirshner ------ HarvardHarvard--Smithsonian Smithsonian CfA CfA 

KevinKevin KrisciunasKrisciunas ------ CTIO/NOAOCTIO/NOAO

Bruno Bruno LeibundgutLeibundgut ------ European Southern ObservatoryEuropean Southern Observatory

WeidongWeidong D. Li D. Li ------ UnivUniv of California, Berkeley of California, Berkeley 

Thomas Matheson Thomas Matheson ------ HarvardHarvard--Smithsonian Smithsonian CfACfA

AnthonyAnthony MiceliMiceli ------ UnivUniv of Washington of Washington 

Gajus Miknaitis Gajus Miknaitis ------ UnivUniv of Washington of Washington 

Armin Rest Armin Rest ------ UnivUniv of Washington/CTIO of Washington/CTIO 

Adam G.Adam G. RiessRiess ------ Space Telescope Science Institute Space Telescope Science Institute 

Brian P. Schmidt Brian P. Schmidt ------ Mt. Stromlo Siding Springs Observatories Mt. Stromlo Siding Springs Observatories 
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John L. Tonry John L. Tonry ------ UnivUniv of Hawaiiof Hawaii

ESSENCE Survey TeamESSENCE Survey Team
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A 200A 200--SN Hubble Diagram, with particular SN Hubble Diagram, with particular 
attention to attention to systematicssystematics

(ESSENCE team (ESSENCE team 
Monte Carlo,Monte Carlo,
GarnavichGarnavich et al, in et al, in 
prep)prep)
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ImplementationImplementationImplementation
� 5 year project on 4m telescope 

at CTIO in Chile

� Wide field images in 3 bands 

� Same-night detection of SNe

� Spectroscopy 
! Magellan, Keck, Gemini telescopes

� Near-IR from Hubble 

� Goal is ~200 SNe,  0.2<z<0.8

� Distances to 2% in ∆z=0.1 bins

�� 5 year project on 4m telescope 5 year project on 4m telescope 
at CTIO in Chileat CTIO in Chile

�� Wide field images in 3 bands Wide field images in 3 bands 

�� SameSame--night detection of night detection of SNeSNe

�� Spectroscopy Spectroscopy 
! Magellan, Keck, Gemini telescopes

�� NearNear--IR from Hubble IR from Hubble 

�� Goal is ~200 Goal is ~200 SNeSNe,  0.2<z<0.8,  0.2<z<0.8

�� Distances to 2% in Distances to 2% in ∆∆zz=0.1 bins=0.1 bins
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Anticipated Cosmology LimitsAnticipated Cosmology LimitsAnticipated Cosmology Limits

300 sec R
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Goal: Identify and classify 
variability in real time

Goal: Identify and classify Goal: Identify and classify 
variability in real timevariability in real time

1. Remove instrumental artifacts
2. Frame subtraction 

� Geometrical registration
� Convolution with varying kernel
� Subtraction
� Object identification on difference image

3. Classification (SN, asteroid, etc.)  
4. Ingest into Postgres database 

structure

1.1. Remove instrumental artifactsRemove instrumental artifacts
2.2. Frame subtraction Frame subtraction 

� Geometrical registration
� Convolution with varying kernel
� Subtraction
� Object identification on difference image

3.3. Classification (SN, asteroid, etc.)  Classification (SN, asteroid, etc.)  
4.4. Ingest into Ingest into Postgres Postgres database database 

structurestructure
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(High-z Supernova Team)

Image SubtractionImage SubtractionImage Subtraction
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Hardware for �real-time� reductionsHardware for �realHardware for �real--time� reductionstime� reductions
Dual networksDual networks

1 1 GbGb/sec compute link/sec compute link
100 Mb/s admin link100 Mb/s admin link

10 compute nodes10 compute nodes
2 x 1.2 GHz CPUs2 x 1.2 GHz CPUs
1 GB RAM each1 GB RAM each
300 GB local IDE disk300 GB local IDE disk

1 TB SCSI RAID disk array1 TB SCSI RAID disk array

2 TB IDE RAID disk array2 TB IDE RAID disk array
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Astrometry, magnitudes, and finding 
charts are published to the web.
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Discoveries 
are announced 
immediately 
on our web 

site.
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Sample light curves (I)Sample light curves (I)Sample light curves (I)

z = 0.34 z = 0.40
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Spectra from 2003Spectra from 2003Spectra from 2003

from Matheson et al, astro-ph/0411357
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ESSENCE Survey Progress to 
date � 3 of 5 seasons completed
ESSENCE Survey Progress to ESSENCE Survey Progress to 

date date �� 3 of 5 seasons completed3 of 5 seasons completed
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Some recent SN resultsSome recent SN resultsSome recent SN results

� �High-z supernova team� (Tonry et al) 
and Supernova Cosmology Project 
(Knop et al) presented new results

� �Higher-z SN team� (Reiss et al) 
detected distant SNe with HST

�� �High�High--z supernova team� (Tonry et al) z supernova team� (Tonry et al) 
and Supernova Cosmology Project and Supernova Cosmology Project 
((KnopKnop et al) presented new resultset al) presented new results

�� �Higher�Higher--z SN team� (Reiss et al) z SN team� (Reiss et al) 
detected distant detected distant SNeSNe with HSTwith HST
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High-Z Team Results (I)HighHigh--Z Team Results (I)Z Team Results (I)

230 SNe

27+22 new 
SNe

0.3 < z < 1.2

Tonry et al (2003), Barris et al (2003)

(ΩM,ΩΛ) = 

(0.3,0.7),

(0.3,0.0),

(1.0,0.0)
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High-Z SN Team Results (II)HighHigh--Z SN Team Results (II)Z SN Team Results (II)

Tonry et al (2003)
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Tonry et al, astro/ph 0305008Tonry et al, Tonry et al, astroastro/ph 0305008/ph 0305008
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Sure looks a lot like Λ...Sure looks a lot like Sure looks a lot like ΛΛ......
For w(z) = w0 + w`z, w` = dw/dz|z=0For For w(z) = ww(z) = w00 + w`z+ w`z, , w` = w` = dwdw//dzdz||z=0z=0

Reiss et al
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Importance of non-zero Λ. Importance of nonImportance of non--zero zero ΛΛ. . 

� If true, this is clear evidence for new 
physics at an interface we don�t 
presently understand

� Most recent shift in cosmological 
paradigm:

� Heliocentric 
� Big Bang 
� Dark Matter >> luminous/baryonic matter
� Inflationary paradigm
� Dark Energy >> Dark matter >> luminous material

�� If true, this is clear evidence for new If true, this is clear evidence for new 
physics at an interface we don�t physics at an interface we don�t 
presently understandpresently understand

�� Most recent shift in cosmological Most recent shift in cosmological 
paradigm:paradigm:

� Heliocentric 
� Big Bang 
� Dark Matter >> luminous/baryonic matter
� Inflationary paradigm
� Dark Energy >> Dark matter >> luminous material
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Has non-zero Λ toppled reductionism!?Has nonHas non--zero zero ΛΛ toppled reductionism!?toppled reductionism!?
� The reductionist approach to physics 

has been very successful
� Newton�s Universal law of gravitation
� Atoms, Electricity & Magnetism
� Quarks and Leptons
� Unification of fundamental interactions...

�� The The reductionist reductionist approach to physics approach to physics 
has been very successfulhas been very successful

� Newton�s Universal law of gravitation
� Atoms, Electricity & Magnetism
� Quarks and Leptons
� Unification of fundamental interactions...

mmee

mmtoptop

αα

! ! = 0= 0

Elegant TOE equationElegant TOE equation

The goal:The goal:

Constrained parametersConstrained parameters
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Through some profound but not 
yet understood mechanism, the 

vacuum energy must be cancelled 
to arrive at value of identically zero

ummm... Supersymmetry
uhhh  ...Planck Mass

...
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Two possible �natural� values Two possible �natural� values Two possible �natural� values 

� Vacuum energy integrated up to Planck 
scale 

� Cancellation via tooth fairy:

� But it�s measured to be around 0.7!

�� Vacuum energy integrated up to Planck Vacuum energy integrated up to Planck 
scale scale 

�� Cancellation via tooth fairy:Cancellation via tooth fairy:

�� But it�s measured to be around 0.7!But it�s measured to be around 0.7!

12010ΛΩ ∼

0.0000000000000000000000000000....ΛΩ =
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From string theory perspective...From string theory perspective...From string theory perspective...

� Constraining ΩΛ =0 reduces number of 
candidate vacuum configurations 
(�landscapes�).

� With non-zero ΩΛ, get of order 101000

landscapes, each with potentially 
different kinds of physics

� What picks the one we inhabit? 

�� Constraining Constraining ΩΩΛΛ =0 reduces number of =0 reduces number of 
candidate vacuum configurations candidate vacuum configurations 
(�landscapes�).(�landscapes�).

�� With nonWith non--zero zero ΩΩΛΛ, get of order 10, get of order 1010001000

landscapes, each with potentially landscapes, each with potentially 
different kinds of physicsdifferent kinds of physics

�� What picks the one we inhabit? What picks the one we inhabit? 
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The �selection effect� viewpointThe �selection effect� viewpointThe �selection effect� viewpoint
� From all possible (presumably equally 

likely) sets of parameters and interaction 
strengths, only a small subset could 
produce heavy elements and evolve life.

� This selection effect is what determines 
observables, such as me/mp, coupling 
strengths, etc, and not something deep 
and fundamental!

Ouch.

�� From all possible (presumably equally From all possible (presumably equally 
likely) sets of parameters and interaction likely) sets of parameters and interaction 
strengths, only a small subset could strengths, only a small subset could 
produce heavy elements and evolve life.produce heavy elements and evolve life.

�� This selection effect is what determines This selection effect is what determines 
observables, such as mobservables, such as mee/m/mpp, coupling , coupling 
strengths, etc, and strengths, etc, and notnot something deep something deep 
and fundamental!and fundamental!

Ouch.Ouch.
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Next-Generation FacilitiesNextNext--Generation FacilitiesGeneration Facilities
Microwave background  Microwave background  --

Better angular resolution CMB mapsBetter angular resolution CMB maps
Detection of clusters of galaxies vs. zDetection of clusters of galaxies vs. z

Supernovae Supernovae ��
Dedicated Dark Energy satellite missionDedicated Dark Energy satellite mission
Large Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST)Large Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST)

Weak Gravitational LensingWeak Gravitational Lensing
Both groundBoth ground--based and space basedbased and space based

Probing the foundations of gravityProbing the foundations of gravity
Equivalence principleEquivalence principle
Inverse square lawInverse square law

SNAP, Lawrence Berkeley LaboratorySNAP, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory

LSST CorporationLSST Corporation
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What would an optimized 
ground-based facility look like?

What would an optimized What would an optimized 
groundground--based facility look like?based facility look like?

� Large collecting area 
� Wide field of view
� Real-time analysis of data
� Significant leap in figure-of-merit

Area x Field of View

�� Large collecting area Large collecting area 
�� Wide field of viewWide field of view
�� RealReal--time analysis of datatime analysis of data
�� Significant leap in figureSignificant leap in figure--ofof--meritmerit

Area x Field of View
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Large Synoptic Survey TelescopeLarge Synoptic Survey TelescopeLarge Synoptic Survey Telescope
Highly ranked in Decadal SurveyHighly ranked in Decadal Survey

Optimized for time domainOptimized for time domain

scan modescan mode

deep modedeep mode

9.6 square degree field9.6 square degree field

6.5m effective aperture6.5m effective aperture

24th mag in 20 sec24th mag in 20 sec

> 5 > 5 TbyteTbyte/night/night

RealReal--time analysistime analysis

Simultaneous multiple science goalsSimultaneous multiple science goals
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LSST Merges 3 Enabling 
Technologies 

LSST Merges 3 Enabling LSST Merges 3 Enabling 
Technologies Technologies 

� Large Aperture Optics

� Computing and Data Storage 

� High Efficiency Detectors

�� Large Aperture OpticsLarge Aperture Optics

�� Computing and Data Storage Computing and Data Storage 

�� High Efficiency DetectorsHigh Efficiency Detectors
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Large Mirror FabricationLarge Mirror FabricationLarge Mirror Fabrication

University of ArizonaUniversity of Arizona
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Cost per GigabyteCost per GigabyteCost per Gigabyte
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Large Format CCD MosaicsLarge Format CCD MosaicsLarge Format CCD Mosaics
MegacamMegacam, , CfACfA/Harvard/Harvard
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So Why Should Physicists 
Care About the Large 

Synoptic Survey 
Telescope?

So Why Should So Why Should Physicists Physicists 
Care About the Large Care About the Large 

Synoptic Survey Synoptic Survey 
Telescope?Telescope?

Fundamental Physics via AstrophysicsFundamental Physics via Astrophysics
�� Nature of Dark Matter (strong, weak and Nature of Dark Matter (strong, weak and µµlensinglensing))
�� Dark Energy (Dark Energy (SNeSNe, lensing, Large Scale Structure), lensing, Large Scale Structure)
�� Extreme Systems (linkages with LISA, EXIST�)Extreme Systems (linkages with LISA, EXIST�)

Qualitative leap in capabilities (AQualitative leap in capabilities (AΩΩ product)product)
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Some ExamplesSome ExamplesSome Examples
� Thousands of type Ia supernovae

! Detailed study of Λ physics
! Isotropy of Hubble diagram
! Subdivide data set 

� Host galaxy type
� Redshift shells
� SN color/decline parameter

� Time delays from strongly lensed SNe
! Constrains nature of dark matter

� Weak Lensing of galaxies as a probe of evolution 
of structure

� Optical counterparts to gravity wave sources
! Break degeneracy in (1+z)Mchirp

�� Thousands of type Ia supernovaeThousands of type Ia supernovae
! Detailed study of Λ physics
! Isotropy of Hubble diagram
! Subdivide data set 

� Host galaxy type
� Redshift shells
� SN color/decline parameter

�� Time delays from strongly Time delays from strongly lensed SNelensed SNe
! Constrains nature of dark matter

�� Weak Lensing of galaxies as a probe of evolution Weak Lensing of galaxies as a probe of evolution 
of structureof structure

�� Optical counterparts to gravity wave sourcesOptical counterparts to gravity wave sources
! Break degeneracy in (1+z)Mchirp
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Near Earth AsteroidsNear Earth AsteroidsNear Earth Asteroids

� Inventory of solar system is incomplete
� R=1 km asteroids are dinosaur killers
� R=300m asteroids in ocean wipe out a 

coastline
� Demanding project: requires mapping 

the sky down to 24th every few days, 
individual exposures not to exceed ~20 
sec. 

� LSST will detect NEAs to 300m 

�� Inventory of solar system is incompleteInventory of solar system is incomplete
�� R=1 km asteroids are dinosaur killersR=1 km asteroids are dinosaur killers
�� R=300m asteroids in ocean wipe out a R=300m asteroids in ocean wipe out a 

coastlinecoastline
�� Demanding project: requires mapping Demanding project: requires mapping 

the sky down to 24the sky down to 24thth every few days, every few days, 
individual exposures not to exceed ~20 individual exposures not to exceed ~20 
sec. sec. 

�� LSST will detect LSST will detect NEAs NEAs to 300m to 300m 
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LSST ChallengesLSST ChallengesLSST Challenges

� Large effective aperture wide field telescope

� 3 Gpix focal plane

� Analysis pipeline

� Automated Variability Classification

� Database schema/structure and indexing

�� Large effective aperture wide field telescopeLarge effective aperture wide field telescope

�� 3 3 GpixGpix focal planefocal plane

�� Analysis pipelineAnalysis pipeline

�� Automated Variability ClassificationAutomated Variability Classification

�� Database schema/structure and indexingDatabase schema/structure and indexing
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SummarySummarySummary

Astrophysics is a fruitful avenue for exploring 
new fundamental physics 
!Makes sense to go where the signal is!

Imperatives include 
!Understanding the physics of an apparent non-zero Λ
!Determining nature and distribution of dark matter
!Probing foundations of gravity

Astrophysics is a fruitful avenue for exploring Astrophysics is a fruitful avenue for exploring 
new fundamental physics new fundamental physics 
!Makes sense to go where the signal is!

Imperatives include Imperatives include 
!Understanding the physics of an apparent non-zero Λ
!Determining nature and distribution of dark matter
!Probing foundations of gravity
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Current Metrology Chain for 
Ground-based Astronomical 

Flux Measurements. 

Current Metrology Chain for Current Metrology Chain for 
GroundGround--based Astronomical based Astronomical 

Flux Measurements. Flux Measurements. 

Black Body Black Body 
CalibratorCalibrator

Celestial Celestial 
SourcesSources

Celestial Celestial 
Calibrator, Calibrator, 

VegaVega

Supernova measurements require knowing Supernova measurements require knowing 
relative instrumental sensitivity vs. relative instrumental sensitivity vs. λ λ 
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Vega is primary celestial calibratorVega is primary celestial calibratorVega is primary celestial calibrator

4%

2%

5000 A               1 µm
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Detector-based Radiometry DetectorDetector--based Radiometry based Radiometry 

Modern 
metrology for 

radiometric 
measurements 

is based on 
detectors, not 

sources. 

Modern Modern 
metrology for metrology for 

radiometric radiometric 
measurements measurements 

is based on is based on 
detectors, not detectors, not 

sources. sources. 

Larson, Bruce and Parr, NIST special publication 250Larson, Bruce and Parr, NIST special publication 250--4141
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Transferring flux standard to 
photodiodes

Transferring flux standard to Transferring flux standard to 
photodiodesphotodiodes

Through 1 intermediate step, this 
calibration is transferred to Si 
photodiodes

Through 1 intermediate step, this Through 1 intermediate step, this 
calibration is transferred to calibration is transferred to Si Si 
photodiodesphotodiodes
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An alternative calibration approachAn alternative calibration approachAn alternative calibration approach
Calibrate endCalibrate end--toto--end relative system response end relative system response 

primaryprimary
corrector opticscorrector optics
filterfilter
detectordetector

relative to relative to Si Si photodiode. photodiode. 

10% 10% 

Opotek Opotek tunable lasertunable laser
~100 ~100 mWmW


